2021 dunnhumby Retailer
Preference Index
U.S. Grocery Channel Edition

The Grocers Best Positioned
for Momentum During the
Pandemic And Long-Term
Success for the Future
Amazon being safe and fast to shop
generates superior momentum during
COVID and propels it to the top of the
RPI rankings

Executive Summary
Among the top findings:
The rise of the Covid-19 pandemic led to unique, record highs and lows in economic metrics
and huge shifts in where and how consumers shop food retail. As a result, we viewed 2020
through a different lens than we’ve viewed the grocery industry in past RPI reports. For
which retailers are best positioned for the future and why we must consider not only longterm financial performance and emotional bonds with customers. We must also account for
which retailers have gained the most momentum during the norm-shifting Covid Era.
To sustain long-term financial success and emotional bonds, delivering the right balance
of Price and Quality – what we refer to as the “Value Core” – for your target customer is
paramount, and this balance needs to be achieved before prioritizing investment in any
other areas, such as Speed, Digital or Discounts, Rewards & Information.
What has mattered for the long-term and what has mattered for Covid are starkly different.
Covid changed the competitive trajectories of retailers who were winning and retailers who
were losing prior to Covid. Retailers who were well-positioned to deliver on Speed, Digital
and Discounts, Rewards & Information tended to gain more market share, visit share and
have higher year-over-year sales growth in 2020, even if they weren’t as strong on Price and/
or Quality.
This marks the first year that Amazon claims the top spot in our study, jumping from 3rd
place to overtake last year’s winner, H-E-B. Trader Joe’s slides from 2nd to 3rd place,
rounding out our top 3. Target, due to strong Covid-driven momentum second only to
Amazon, is a newcomer to the First Quartile. Overall, Target jumped six spots to move out
of the Second Quartile.
When looking at Amazon’s strengths, it is clear why they are first this year. They rank second
in speed and first in Digital, two of the most important preference drivers for Covid momentum. Amazon also occupies a clear Price-First position, ranking 11th out of the 56 retailers
in our study on Price, ensuring a strong Value Core.
Speed is what those with superior momentum during Covid have most in common. With
responses from over 10,000 U.S. households, we found two themes underlying why Speed
was important: 1) the pain point of slower shopping brought on by the safety measures
retailers put in place during Covid; and 2) “speed to shop” being synonymous with “safer
to shop.”
Safety measures – like one-way aisles, limited the number of customers in the store, extra
sanitizing at checkout – were intended to make shoppers feel safer. However, these were
a double-edged sword because shoppers reported significant pain points in speed to shop
brought on by these measures. Far more than any other preference driver, speed to shop is
correlated with safer to shop. In other words, retailers that enabled customers to get in and
out as fast as possible were more likely to be viewed as a safer place to shop during Covid.
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Speed to shop is also associated with stores that are less busy and have a smaller format. If
you are a retailer with a large store footprint who enjoyed strong sales growth and a lot of foot
traffic before Covid, the cards were stacked against you in generating relatively stronger momentum during Covid. Covid effectively levelled the playing field between large and smaller retailers.
EDLP retailers are more likely to be well-positioned for long-term success than Hi-Lo retailers, but Hi-Lo retailers saw momentum swing in their favor during Covid. Price volatility and
relatively dramatic price increases brought on by supply chain disruptions and increased
demand made “everyday low prices” a less reliable claim for customers, who perceive grocery prices to be 12% higher in 2020 versus 2019. Additionally, many of the most successful
EDLP retailers have very large formats, which runs counter to the need for Speed customers
wanted during Covid, whereas many Hi-Lo banners are your neighborhood grocery store,
with average to smaller footprints.
The context provided by Covid played right into the unique strengths of Amazon’s customer value proposition. Amazon easily blew every other retailer out of the water on our Covid
Momentum Metric and customer safety ratings, due to its speed to shop and virtual store
format, where shoppers wouldn’t have to encounter potential virus-carrying shoppers.
The distance between Amazon and the second place retailer on Covid Momentum and
safety is much wider than the distance between second place and the rest of the pack.
Speed mattered more than Price and Quality during Covid in driving financial results, but,
before Covid, retailers had to have the Price-Quality relationship finely tuned to the target
customer in order to have a fighting chance at long-term success. When we look at what
mattered in driving emotional bonds with customers pre-Covid compared to today, it is clear
the Value Core still matters most in preserving relationships with customers going forward,
in a post-Covid world.
Speed did also increase in importance in driving customer emotional bonds during Covid, so
there may be a more lasting bump to momentum for retailers strong on speed (especially if
those retailers also have a strong Value Core). Discounts, Rewards & Information having an edge
over EDLP is likely more of a short-term phenomenon, as Discounts, Rewards & Information
does relatively little to drive emotional bonds, compared to stronger base prices.
Digital actually became less important during Covid in driving long-term emotional bonds
with customers. While sales of eCommerce tripled in 2020, for some customers it may have
been purely transactional and not something they wanted to do or enjoyed doing. Many
retailers were caught off-guard by the eCommerce onslaught, with underdeveloped systems
and processes, resulting in a poor customer experience. Some customers voiced concerns
over the quality and reliability they experienced when shopping online. Care must be taken
by retailers to ensure they are as buttoned up as possible before rushing even faster into
eCommerce and shifting investment away from physical stores, so they don’t weaken emotional bonds with customers through poor execution.
Greater one-stop-shopping among customers occurred for all retailers in the market, leading
to across the board basket size increases and high share of wallet per retained customer,
regardless of how well positioned a retailer was on one-stop-shopability going into Covid.
In other words, during Covid, shoppers were more willing to set aside their perceptions of
competitive disadvantages to fulfil their need to get their groceries and get home safely.
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Amazon easily
blew every other
retailer out of the
water on our
Covid Momentum Metric
and customer safety ratings,
due to its speed to shop and virtual store format, where shoppers wouldn’t have to
encounter potential
virus-carrying shoppers.

The COVID ERA Grocery boom:
A temporary flash or a lasting
reprogramming of consumers?
In last year’s version of this report, we warned of a 50-50 chance of a recession
occurring in 2020. We pointed to classic recession alarm bells and reminded
retailers that the last time a significant recession occurred – the Great Recession
of the late 2000s – a new era of permanent, value-seeking behaviors was launched.
As a result, market share began to shift to discounters and non-traditional
retailers who could offer consumers a Price-Quality equation that traditional
retailers could not.

Handwringing over the run-of-the-mill, twice-a-decade recession now seems quaint. In Q2 2020, the U.S. experienced the
largest GDP contraction in recorded history. Consequently, from the end of March to the end of May 2020, at least 39 million
people lost their jobs and pushed the unemployment rate to an all-time high. Typically, an economic collapse on this scale
would lead to year-over-year sales declines for all but the best Price-first grocery retailers. However, at the same time, grocery retail’s biggest competitive substitute, the restaurant industry, was deemed non-essential by the government and was
largely shut down to curb Covid. When restaurants reopened, they found restrictions on how they could operate.
Even more importantly, restaurants reopened to a public who had a powerful, new motivator guiding their food purchase
decisions: fear. In fact, a study by the University of Chicago found that from March to the end of May, foot traffic across 110
different industries fell 60%, but only one-tenth of that was due to lockdown restrictions closing down businesses. This is because
anywhere between 50-90% of Americans, depending on what poll you look at, are afraid of catching Covid. An October 2020 poll run
by Ipsos found that 75% of Americans viewed spending time inside public places as risky and that 72% of Americans knew
someone that had tested positive for Covid. Most consumers changed their behavior on their own and stayed indoors prior to
government mandated lockdowns. When consumers did venture out, the University of Chicago study found, they tended to
change where they shopped from busier stores with a previously stronger customer value proposition to less crowded stores.

“I get very concerned
when I go to buy
groceries and the store
seems exceptionally
busy. I am also concerned when I see
people not wearing
masks. My state has
relaxed the maximum
capacity in buildings,
but I will still actively
choose places that
are quieter and with
people who will be
more responsible
about wearing
their masks.”

The Great Recession reprogrammed a new and lasting value-consciousness into consumers’ brains. How will Covid rewire us? Fear is
famously a powerful motivator, and the longer Covid is a threat, the
more likely new behavioral patterns will become permanent.
The entire grocery industry certainly hopes that some of these consumer
behavior changes endure. Estimated 2020 sales growth for the grocery
industry is expected to be 8.8%, more than double the rate of growth of
the next strongest year in decades, according to retail industry data
aggregator Edge Ascential. This is largely due to consumers shifting
their spend from bars and restaurants to grocery stores. This shift
will likely persist well into 2021, when vaccines become widely available. As of late November 2020, OpenTable data shows reservations
at restaurants were still down ~50%, year-over-year, despite ~70% of
restaurants accepting reservations. In 2020, all grocery stores may
have felt like they were winning.
Whereas a hobbled restaurant industry created a rising tide for grocery,
supply chain disruptions and the resulting out-of-stocks and rising food
prices hit grocery stores unevenly. While fear drove customers toward
less busy stores to avoid crowds, the search for toilet paper or canned
beans may have taken them to any grocery store that had a brand,
any brand, in the product category they sought. So, while all grocery
stores may have felt like winners, the fact is that some grocery stores
won more than others.
This report looks at which of the 56 largest U.S. grocery retailers
benefited the most, and why. It also examines the new behavioral
patterns adopted by consumers during Covid. Furthermore, it reflects
historically on what has mattered most in securing long-term success
with consumers and blends the lessons of the recent, pre-Covid past with
the momentum of the present to conclude which grocery retailers are
best positioned to win, now and in the future.
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Introduction to the Retailer Preference
Index for U.S. Grocery and the Covid
Momentum Metric
In order to reflect on how the grocery world changed in 2020, we have changed
how we calculate our overall Grocery RPI score. Given the historically unique
metrics we’ve witnessed in the economy, the restaurant industry and the grocery industry, along with the rare influence a global pandemic has brought to
consumer behavior, we’re viewing grocery success in 2020 through a different
lens than we viewed grocery success in prior years.

Our Methodology
Starting in 2018, our Retailer Preference Index (RPI) score established which retailers’ value propositions were best positioned to win with customers long-term. Our rankings were the result of a statistical model that predicted how retailer execution on various customer needs – or Preference Drivers – impact both lasting emotional bonds formed with customers,
as well as longer-term financial success:
2018-2020 RPI Approach

RPI

+

Preference
Drivers

Emotional
Connection

Financial
Performance

Price
Quality
Digital
Operations
Convenience
Discounts,
Rewards &
Information
Speed

Likelihood to
Recommend
Trust
Would be sad if
closed

Total grocery
market share
Grocery Sales
Growth - 5yr
CAGR
Sales per
square foot

By understanding how different Preference Drivers propel
overall market share, we understand what it takes for a
retailer to scale their offering up to different regions, to a
wider variety of consumers, which takes time. Modelling
against Five Year rather than Year-Over-Year sales growth
ensures we understand what it takes for a retailer to maintain growth that isn’t just the result of a trend. Finally, knowing what it takes to secure a strong Emotional Connection
with consumers sheds light on what will get consumers to
keep coming back to retailers long-term, even in spite of
events that would temporarily steer them away – like job
loss or illness.
This year, we are introducing another element to our calculation: the Covid Momentum Metric. This metric results
from a statistical model that predicts how retailer execution
on the same Preference Drivers impact short-term financial
success, namely market share gains or losses during 2020.

RPI Covid Momentum Metric

Preference
Drivers

Financial
Performance

Price
Quality
Digital
Operations
Convenience
Discounts,
Rewards &
Information
Speed

(Short-term
during Covid)
Covid-era
Market Share
Gain or Loss,
compared
to pre-Covid
(2020 vs 2019)
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By modelling against Covid Era market share gain or loss, we can understand what is driving changes in consumer behavior during Covid. This does not tell us what it takes to win with customers long-term, since the Covid Era is a unique
moment in time. However, we nor any retailer should dismiss the Covid Era changes in consumer behaviors or preferences as definitively temporary, especially given the length of the Covid Era and how long these new behaviors have had to
wear new grooves in consumers’ brains and lives. Therefore, to understand which retailers are best positioned now and
for the future, we must consider how their value proposition is positioned to win Emotional Connection, long-term financial results and short-term Covid Momentum.
As a result, the RPI score this year is really the RPI+ score. It blends how well a retailer’s customer value proposition is
positioned for long-term success with how much short-term momentum that same value proposition generated for the
special circumstances surrounding Covid:

Traditional
RPI Store

+

+

Preference
Drivers

Emotional
Connection

Financial
Performance

Financial
Performance

Price
Quality
Digital
Operations
Convenience
Discounts,
Rewards &
Information
Speed

Likelihood to
Recommend
Trust
Would be sad if
closed

(Long-term Pre-Covid)

(Short-term
during Covid)

Pre-Covid
market share
Pre-Covid
Grocery Sales 5yr CAGR
Pre-Covid Sales
per square foot

LONG-TERM RESULTS

Covid-era
Market Share
Gain or Loss,
compared
to pre-Covid
(2020 vs 2019)

COVID MOMENTUM

= 2020 RPI+ Score
Since its inception, data used in the statistical modelling was gathered from publicly available financial data and a customized, online survey of ~10,000 U.S. households per year. We use financial measures of size (grocery market share),
efficiency (grocery sales per square foot), and longer-term growth (five-year grocery sales growth), as well as emotional
measures of trust, intensity of attachment and recommendation. This year, we incorporated market share gains and losses made during that year, along with the above mentioned longer-term financial results that retailers experienced in the
years before Covid.
The main differentiator between our approach and other approaches to rank retailers is that our ranking results from a
combination of financial success, emotional bond, and performance on preference drivers. Other lists typically produce
simple ranks of retailers on just one of these dimensions. Using a single dimension leads to conflicting accounts of which
retailer is “best,” and those lists often do not associate what retailers do (preference drivers) with resulting emotional bond
and financial performance.
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The Foundational Importance of Emotional Bond and Financial Performance
All customer needs are important, but some are more important than others. Retailers that make trade-offs in their investments – by focusing limited resources on delivering excellence on some needs while diverting resources from other, less
important needs – will stand out from the pack and win customer preference.
What has mattered for the long-term and what has mattered for Covid are starkly different. To sustain long-term financial
success and emotional bonds, delivering the right balance of Price and Quality for your target customer is paramount, and
this balance needs to be achieved before prioritizing investment in any other areas, such as Speed, Digital or Discounts,
Rewards & Information. However, during Covid, Price and Quality were less important than most of the other preference
drivers in driving short-term financial results:
What Matters for Long-Term Success?

What Matters for Short-Term
Covid-Era Momentum?

Top Tier —
Most Important

Price

Speed

Second Tier Importance

Digital

Second Tier Importance

Operations

Second Tier Importance

Speed

RPI Pillar

Primary Drivers in Pillar

Prices

Lower prices than other stores, Fair prices on organic/natural items, private brand

Quality (Assortment +
Store Experience)

Quality

Digital

Discounts, Rewards,
Info

Convenience

Operations

Price

Discounts, Rewards,
Info

Quality

Convenience

Product freshness and quality, private brand, prepared foods, natural and organic, product variety
Store experience includes customer service, store look and feel

Digital

Easy ways to shop online or with an app, usefulness of information provided

Operations

Out of stocks, price consistency, right products, clean stores

Convenience

Right product variety, convenient locations and ability to do all shopping at one store

Speed

Easy to get in and out quickly, speedy checkout

Discounts, Rewards, and
Information

Relevancy and ease of redeeming discounts/coupons, rewards for shopping, provides relevant information

This means that retailers must view any market shares gains or losses during Covid with cautious optimism (or cautious
pessimism). Covid changed the competitive trajectories of retailers who were winning and retailers who were losing prior
to Covid. Retailers who were well-positioned to deliver on Speed, Digital and Discounts, Rewards & Information tended to
gain share during Covid but those trajectory changes are going to be more or less sticky going forward, depending on how
well-positioned those same retailers are on the Price-Quality equation.
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To understand how preference drivers changed in importance, depending on whether you are looking at long-term success
or at short-term Covid Momentum, Speed, Price and Quality offer three illustrative examples. The charts below provide a
visual explanation behind how each of these drivers changed in importance. If you are looking at the longer-term, Price and
Quality show a clear positive correlation with financial results and emotional bonds, whereas Speed shows no correlation.
When you look at short-term Covid Momentum and market share gains made during 2020, Speed shifts to a positive correlation, while Quality and Price suddenly show a weak negative correlation to results.
Price’s Relationship to Long-Term Success
(composite of Market Share, 5 YR Sales
Growth, Sales/Sq Ft, Emotional connection)
better

Price’s Relationship to Covid-Era Momentum
(2020 Market Share Gains/Losses)
better

Strong positive
correlation

FINANCIAL
PERFORMANCE
AND
EMOTIONAL
CONNECTION

Weaker
correlation

2020
MARKET
SHARE
GAINS/
LOSSES

worse

worse
worse

better

PRICE

worse

Quality’s Relationship to Long-Term Success
(composite of Market Share, 5 YR Sales
Growth, Sales/Sq Ft, Emotional Connection)
better

better

PRICE

Quality’s Relationship to Covid-Era Momentum
(2020 Market Share Gains/Losses)
better

Weak correlation
Strong positive
correlation

FINANCIAL
PERFORMANCE
AND
EMOTIONAL
CONNECTION

2020
MARKET
SHARE
GAINS/
LOSSES

worse

worse
worse

better

QUALITY

worse

Speed’s Relationship to Long-Term Success
(composite of Market Share, 5 YR Sales
Growth, Sales/Sq Ft, Emotional connection)
better

QUALITY

better

Speed’s Relationship to Covid-Era Momentum
(2020 Market Share Gains/Losses)
better

Strong positive
correlation
FINANCIAL
PERFORMANCE
AND
EMOTIONAL
CONNECTION

2020
MARKET
SHARE
GAINS/
LOSSES

Weaker
correlation

worse

worse
worse

SPEED

better

worse

SPEED

better
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Given the
prominence
of Quality and
Price in driving
long-term
results, we
refer to these
two preference
drivers as the “Value Core.”
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Why Execution on Price and Quality Still Matters for the Long-Term
Given Quality and Price’s prominence in driving long-term results, we refer to these two preference drivers as the
“Value Core,” and we call the other drivers – such as Speed or Digital – “Value Amplifiers.” Retailers who have a
stronger overall Value Core, based on their market position on Quality and Price, have better overall long-term
sales growth. Retailers who are above average on both Quality and Price have a five-year sales compounded annual growth rate (5YR CAGR) of 6.9%. On the other end of the spectrum, retailers who are below average on both
Quality and Price have a growth rate of only 2.3%. These retailers try to balance Quality and Price, but they are not
executing as well as the better Balanced-Value retailers.
When it comes to retailers who have made the strategic choice of trading off between Quality and Price, retailers
who are successfully Price-first tend to grow faster (6.6%) than retailers successfully Quality-first (5.8%). The chart
below shows that there are different ways to successfully execute a customer value proposition along the Quality-Price
spectrum. The most important thing is to make sure that a retailer is competitively well-positioned with customers
on either Quality or Price (or both), depending on what is most important to that retailer’s target customer:
Grocery Retail Landscape 2020: Value Core Perception
better

Quality-First Retailers
5 YR CAGR = 5.8%

Balanced-Value Retailers
5 YR CAGR = 6.9%

QUALIT Y

Balanced but Weak
Value Core
5 YR CAGR = 2.3%

Price-First Retailers
5 YR CAGR = 6.6%

worse
worse

PRICE

better

Why Execution on Speed, Digital and Discounts, Rewards & Information Matter for Covid Momentum
We established that the Value Core matters most for long-term results. We also know that retailers who perform better on
Speed, Digital, and Discounts, Rewards & Information – or some combination of the three – tended to gain the most share
during Covid and score highest on our Covid Momentum Metric. Our Covid Momentum Metric shows a clear relationship
with short-term financial results. Retailers scoring in the top quartile gained national market share, while those in the lower-ranking quartiles lost successively more market share. When translating this to dollars on the national stage, reaching
the top quartile in our Covid Momentum Metric meant that you were a part of a group of retailers that saw $11.5B in grocery retail sales swing in your favor. If you were in the bottom quartile you were part of a group that saw $8.1B in potential
sales go unearned (compared to if those retailers held market share steady).
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U.S. Grocery Sales 2020 Market Share Gain/Loss,
by Covid Momentum Quartile
1.45%

-0.10%

2nd Quartile

$11.5B

2nd Quartile

-$0.8B

3rd Quartile

-$1.8B

4th Quartile

-$8.1B

-0.23%

Translated to $$$s
-1.02%

1st Quartile

1st Quartile

3rd Quartile

4th Quartile

Billions of $$$s Gained or “Lost” during Covidera (i.e. compared to if market share had held
steady)

Our Covid Momentum Metric is also strongly associated with year-over-year sales growth experienced during 2020. In
addition to this association with sales growth, retailers who ranked higher on the Covid Momentum Metric also saw the
prior trajectories of their sales growth change more. Meaning, not only did they grow the fastest during 2020, but they
also experienced the most lift in their year-over-year sales growth compared to how fast they’d been growing the past five
years. Retailers in the First Quartile of the Covid Momentum Metric grew at 13.1% in 2020, 5.3 points higher than their 5YR
CAGR, whereas bottom quartile retailers grew at 5.1%, just 1.5 points higher than their 5YR CAGR:
U.S. Grocery Sales 2020 Annual Growth Rate (%),
by Covid Momentum Quartile
13.1

1st Quartile Sales Growth 2.5x higher than 4th Quartile

8.5
6.5
5.1

5 YR CAGR
(%)

2020 YoY
GR (%)

Covid Lift
in GR

1st Quartile

7.8

13.1

+5.3 ppts

2nd Quartile

5.8

8.5

+2.7 ppts

3rd Quartile

3.5

6.5

+3.0 ppts

4th Quartile

3.6

5.1

+1.5 ppts

Not just momentum… but Accelerated Momentum
1st Quartile

2nd Quartile

3rd Quartile

4th Quartile

Comparing 5YR Annual Growth Rates to 2020 Annual
Growth Rates

To confirm, we also cross-validated our rankings against an independent data source not included in our statistical model.
Geo-tracking data from Placer AI enabled us to analyze which retailers’ consumers had visited during Covid compared
to pre-Covid. For the retailers in our study, Placer AI captured 8.8 billion unique visits from March 2019 to October 2019
(pre-Covid period) and 8.4 billion unique visits from March 2020 to October 2020 (Covid Era). Compared to the pre-Covid
period, the group of retailers who scored in the top quartile of our Covid Momentum Metric gained 1.95% in U.S. grocery
share of visits during Covid, while the retailers in the bottom quartile lost -2.8% total visit share. Viewed on the scale of 8.4
billion visits, this means that retailers in our top quartile Covid Momentum Metric won 164 million recorded visits during
Covid, while the bottom quartile retailers lost at least 235 million potential visits (compared to if they had held visit share
steady during Covid).
U.S. Retailer Visits 2020 Visit Share Gain/Loss,
by Covid Momentum Quartile
1.95%
0.51%

0.44%

1st Quartile

+164M

2nd Quartile

+43M

3rd Quartile

+37M

4th Quartile

-235M

Translated to Number of Visits
-2.80%

1st Quartile

2nd Quartile

3rd Quartile

Millions of Visits Gained or “Lost” during Covidera (i.e. compared to if visit share had held
steady)

4th Quartile
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AND THE WINNERS ARE...
Since the RPIs from 2018 through 2020 delve deeply and exclusively into what drives
the overall RPI ranking, this report will devote much of its real estate to understanding
which retailers performed higher on our Covid Momentum Metric, and why.
Without further ado, let’s look at the top ranked retailers for the 2021 Overall Retailer
Preference Index, and which retailers best delivered on customer needs to score highest
on our Covid Momentum Metric.

2021 Retailer Preference Index and Covid Momentum Metric Ranking:
The First Quartiles (Rank 1 - 14)
Based on a combination of how well-positioned a retailer’s customer value proposition is for long-term financial
success, emotional bonds with customers and short-term
Covid Momentum, the retailers who scored in the First
Quartile Overall, with the highest RPI+ Scores are:

First Quartile
2021 Overall RPI+ Score
1

8

This marks the first year that Amazon claims the top spot
in our study, jumping from third place to overtake last
year’s winner, H-E-B. Trader Joe’s slides from second to
third place, rounding out our top three. Target is our only
newcomer to the First Quartile Overall, jumping six spots to
move out of the Second Quartile, a spot they occupied the
previous three years.

2

9

3

10

4

11

5

12

When looking at Amazon’s strengths, it is clear why they
are first this year. Amazon occupies a clear Price-First
position, ranking 11th out of the 56 retailers in our study on
Price, ensuring a strong Value Core. They also are second
in Speed and first in Digital, two of the most important
preference drivers for Covid Momentum.

6

13

7

14

Due to Amazon’s performance on Speed and Digital and its
value proposition, it also had the most momentum of any
retailer in the market in 2020, scoring highest on our Covid
Momentum Metric.

First Quartile
Covid Momentum Metric
1

8

2

9

3

10

4

11

5

12

6

13

7

14
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Each of the retailers in the First Quartile on the Covid had their own special recipe for driving momentum during 2020.
Target ranks second in Digital and 9th in speed, while also ranking decently in Operations (16th). Fry’s Foods and Kroger
rank first and second respectively in Discounts, Rewards & Information, while also securing a decent competitive position
in Digital (17th, 10th) and Operations (7th, 18th). Fareway and Publix leaned on Speed and Operations as their strengths
for success during Covid.
A retailer may be wondering why they didn’t make the First Quartile on the Covid Momentum Metric, especially since they
may be experiencing what is for them explosive year-over-year growth. Aside from keeping in mind that most retailers are
experiencing explosive year-over-year growth, an examination of the customer value propositions of the average retailer in
the different Momentum Quartiles offers some answers.
In the instance of the typical Second Quartile Covid Momentum Metric retailer, you may be performing better than most
on Speed, Digital and Discounts, Rewards & Information, but the retailers in the First Quartile are just performing better.
Additionally, you could be doing better at Operations – perhaps you suffered from more out-of-stocks or price volatility
than the competition. If you’re a Third Quartile retailer, you’re really strong at Discounts, Rewards & Information, but your
Speed to shop and/or your Digital offering are holding you back from additional market share momentum. If you’re a
Fourth Quartile retailer, you’re performing too far below average on either Speed, Digital or Discounts, Rewards & Information – or some combination of the three – to hold or improve your market share during Covid.
Preference Pillar Performance, by Momentum Metric Quartile
1st Quartile
Momentum
Metric
Retailers

2nd Quartile
Momentum
Metric
Retailers

3rd Quartile
Momentum
Metric
Retailers

4th Quartile
Momentum
Metric
Retailers

Speed
Digital
Discounts,
Rewards &
Information
Operations
Prices
Quality
Convenience
below avg

above avg

below avg

above avg

below avg

above avg

below avg

above avg

Looking at performance on Prices, Quality and Convenience, there is no clear pattern by Covid Momentum Quartile. Those
who are in the First Quartile for Momentum, on average, score worse on Price than those in the Second and Fourth Quartile.
(Of course, there are always exceptions to the average.) They also score worse, as a group, on Quality than any other Momentum Quartile. All Quartiles score about the same on Convenience.
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Oh, the Difference a Year Makes: Notable Changes in Overall RPI Score Ranking
The momentum Covid created for retailers’ customer value proposition led to some thought-provoking changes in Overall
Rank from 2020 to 2021. For instance, Target made one of the biggest increases in the Overall RPI Ranking, thanks to a
Covid Momentum Metric second only to Amazon. On the other hand, Walmart had one of the biggest drops in the Overall
RPI Ranking, due to one of the lowest Covid Momentum Metric scores. Some of the other more notable Overall RPI Ranking changes were:
2021 Overall RPI+ Score
Ranking

Change in Rank
(Position +/-)

2020 Overall
RPI Ranking

35

Food Lion

+7

42

10

Target

+6

16

20

Kroger

+5

25

32

BJ’s Wholesale

+5

27

1

Amazon

+2

3

8

Costco

-2

6

24

The Fresh Market

-3

21

15

WinCo Foods

-4

11

14

Walmart

-5

9

Why would Target move up in the rankings, while Walmart would slide? Why would BJ’s increase, while fellow wholesaler
Costco moved down? Why do the traditional, regional Kroger and Food Lion banners have one of the best Covid Momentum Metric scores in the market, while the traditional, regional Safeway banner doesn’t? Answering these questions helps
get at the heart of why certain retailers gained more momentum than others during Covid.

Covid Comparison: Walmart versus Target
You don’t have to look too deeply to understand why Target is projected by Edge Ascential to pick up 0.271% of the national
grocery market share, thanks to estimated 2020 grocery sales growth rate of 15.9%, while Walmart is projected to lose -0.77%
of the national grocery share with only a 5.1% projected grocery sales growth rate, behind the national average of 8.8%.
The clear difference-maker is Speed:
2021 Preference Driver Performance
Target

Walmart

Speed
Digital
Discounts,
Rewards &
Information
Operations
Prices
Quality
Convenience
below avg

above avg
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Target is solidly above the market average on speed to shop their stores, while Walmart is far below average. On top of
that, Target edges Walmart out in customer perception of Digital capabilities as well. Lastly, in Discounts, Rewards & Information and in Operations – the other two Preference Drivers that contribute to positive Covid Momentum – Target also
has a slight edge.
Also, looking at where Walmart and Target shoppers’ cross-shop provides additional clues as to why Target grew faster in
grocery than Walmart in 2020. Walmart and Target are each other’s most cross-shopped stores, and, outside of each other,
they both share Amazon and Aldi as two other leading competitors. Target, Aldi and Amazon all are leaders in Speed.
Now, Walmart’s biggest competitive disadvantage that was much less relevant to driving financial performance in previous
years created stiff competitive headwinds multiple times over during 2020.
Why would Target have a higher Overall RPI Score Ranking than Walmart? Walmart has a clear Price Perception advantage,
and Target and Walmart are on par with each other for grocery Quality perception. Shouldn’t Walmart’s stronger Value
Core give it a higher Overall RPI Ranking? The reality is that they are both in the First Quartile Overall, so they are both
doing something very right when it comes to their long-term customer Strategy.
Target might just be a little bit better aligned to their customer base than Walmart. Target has nearly twice as many customers as Walmart with annual household income over $100k per year, while Walmart has about twice as many customers as Target with annual income less than $50k. Target’s Price perception – still better than most just not as good as
Walmart’s – is just good enough for their higher income customer, and the superior Speed and Digital elements of their
customer value proposition – two areas which over index in importance with higher income customers – amplify this
good enough Value Core to deliver unique advantages in those areas their customers’ value most.
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Covid Comparison: Kroger versus Food Lion versus Safeway
These three traditional, regional retail banners don’t often compete directly, but they do compete against similar non-traditional national retailers with a similar formula. Walmart and Costco are two of these three retailers’ most cross-shopped
competitors, and Amazon is also a commonly cross-shopped competitor. Kroger, Food Lion and Safeway can’t match
Walmart, Costco and Amazon on base prices, and consumers, year-after-year, perceive Kroger, Food Lion and Safeway at
a disadvantage on base prices. However, Kroger, Food Lion and Safeway try to offset this price disadvantage by offering
personalized discounts and rewards, driven by the customer data aggregation engine of a customer loyalty program.
When you look at Kroger, Food Lion and Safeway,
though, they had different levels of momentum
during 2020. Kroger’s estimated 2020 growth rate
is 16.6% and Food Lion’s is 13.3%, well above Safeway’s 3.1%. Looking at just the drivers that have a
positive correlation with 2020 market share gains
clearly shows why:
•

•

Food Lion is so far ahead of Safeway on Speed
and on par with Discounts, Rewards & Information, that Food Lion’s relative disadvantages in
Operations and Digital are easily offset.
Kroger edges out Safeway in the all-important
Speed metric and widens their advantage as
they move down the line to the other drivers.
The sum of these advantages rolls up into
clearly superior momentum for Kroger.

Preference Driver Performance
Food Lion

Kroger

Safeway

Speed

Digital

Discounts,
Rewards &
Information

Kroger and Food Lion’s success reveals a common thread for traditional, regional grocers who
Operations
rely on Discounts, Rewards & Information to fight
the price war against non-traditional grocers.
During 2020, if a retailer paired strong execution
on this driver with excellent performance on other
important drivers, it could claw back share from
the non-traditional grocers who have been better
positioned for longer-term success thanks to their superior Value Core.

below avg

above avg

Looking at the difference in who is leading in the Overall RPI+ Score versus who is leading in the Covid Momentum Metric
paints a clear story. While only four out of the top 20 retailers in the Overall RPI Rank are above average performers in
Discounts, Rewards & Information, 11 out of the top 20 retailers in the Covid Momentum Metric distinguish themselves
by using well-executed Discounts, Rewards & Information. Hi-Lo retailers had more momentum during 2020 than they’ve
enjoyed in recent years.
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Covid Comparison: BJ’s Wholesale Club versus Costco
BJ’s Wholesale year-over-year sales growth for
its most recently reported quarter was +18.5%,
compared to Costco’s +11%. Additionally, based
on geo-tracking data obtained from Placer AI that
allowed us to analyze which retailers’ consumers
visited during Covid compared to pre-Covid, we
found that BJ’s Wholesale’s share of visits during
the Covid Era saw an increase of +0.168% (6th
best in the U.S., among retailers in our study),
whereas Costco’s share of visits saw an increase
of only +0.013% (35th in the U.S.). Given that we
observed 8.4 billion unique visits to the retailers
in our study from the start of Covid to the end of
October 2020, this means that BJ’s Wholesale
benefited from a gain of 14 million visits, while
Costco only gained one million visits (compared to
if they had held their pre-Covid visit share steady).
So, how can one wholesaler generate noticeably
more positive momentum during Covid than
another? Much of the answer again lies in Speed.
BJ’s Wholesale is noticeably better than Costco on
Speed, as well as Discounts, Rewards & Information. Both retailers outperform most of the market
at Operations, which helps explain both of their
successes.

Preference Driver Performance
BJ’s Wholesale

Costco

Speed

Digital

Discounts,
Rewards &
Information

Operations

Prices

Quality

Convenience

below avg

above avg

BJ’s Wholesale advantages over Costco in Speed
and Discounts, Rewards & Information explain its
superior momentum during Covid, but a look at Prices and Quality explain why Costco is still ranked higher in the Overall
RPI and is a mainstay in our Top Quartile Overall, year after year. Costco is one of only a handful of retailers in the country
to outperform the market noticeably on both Price and Quality. This superior Value Core gives Costco one of the most
well-positioned customer value propositions to maintain emotional bonds and long-term financial success. However, given other retailers’ superior momentum during Covid and the potential for consumers to permanently alter their behaviors,
while Costco will continue to outperform most of the market in the future, 2020 may have just taken some of the edge off
Costco’s rise.
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During Covid… It’s Safe to Speed
Speed is the thing that those
with superior momentum
during Covid have most in
common. With responses
from over 10,000 U.S. customers, we found two themes
underlying why Speed was
important: the pain point of
slower shopping brought on
by the safety measures retailers put in place during Covid;
and “speed to shop” being
synonymous with “safer to
shop.”

The Relationship between Speed and Safety in 2020
better

Positive
correlation
SAFETY

During Covid, shoppers faced
unprecedented hurdles in
worse
executing a quick shopping
worse
trip. One-way aisles which
changed shoppers’ usual
routines, lines to wait to get in the store, check out taking
longer while cashiers sanitized the check stand between
shoppers, limited numbers of people being allowed in at a
time, sometimes bigger crowds due to panic buying… all
of these things slow down the trip and take away from any
enjoyment shoppers may get out of it.
While these safety measures made shopping more painfully slow, they also were intended to make shoppers feel
safer and address the fears alluded to earlier in this report
that plague most shoppers during Covid. However, these
measures were a double-edged sword because, far more
than any over driver, speed to shop is correlated with safety. In other words, retailers that enabled customers to get
in and out as fast as possible were more likely to be viewed
as a safer place to shop during Covid.

better

SPEED

“Self-checkout
doesn’t provide
enough room to
check out a large
volume of groceries, so it’s very
slow and laborious
and problematic.”
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And what makes a store more likely to be speedier to shop during Covid, if almost all stores have put the same safety
restrictions in place? For one, stores that are less crowded. The University of Chicago study established that foot traffic
during the first few months of Covid flowed from stores that were busier before Covid to stores that were less busy (which
one can read as flowing from the historically more popular to the somewhat less popular stores during Covid).

“We are only shopping at stores that open
at 6AM and are nearly empty and thus
safe, and stores that have senior hours
and also sparsely attended and safe.”
Another thing that makes
stores Speedy to shop
is less square footage to
navigate. Our data also
shows that Store Size, more
than any other preference
driver except for Speed, is
also highly correlated with
Safety.
If you are a store with a
large footprint that enjoyed
strong sales growth and
a lot of foot traffic before
Covid, the cards stacked
against you during Covid.

The Relationship between Store Size and Safety in 2020
better

Positive
correlation
“This
retailer is
safer to
shop”

worse
worse

STORE SIZE

better
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During Covid…It Pays to Promote
Historically, retailers that are more likely to rely on lower base prices have generally outperformed retailers that rely more
heavily on promotions and playing the Hi-Lo game. Looking at our Overall RPI Ranking, retailers who score highly on
“already offers low prices without discounts/coupons” tend to score higher Overall and are thus better positioned for success with customers in the long-term. However, when it comes to Covid Momentum, EDLP shows almost no relationship
with short-term success. In other words, during Covid, EDLP retailers were just as likely to have slower momentum as they
were to have stronger momentum.
The Relationship between EDLP and
Overall RPI+ Score (e.g. Long-Term
Success with customers)

The Relationship between EDLP and Covid
Momentum Metric (e.g. Short-Term Success
with customers)
better

better
Strong positive
correlation

Very small
positive
correlation

COVID
MOMEMTNUM
METRIC

Overall
RPI+
Score

worse

worse
worse

“Has low prices w/o discounts/coupons”

worse

better

“Has low prices w/o discounts/coupons”

better

However, while Hi-Lo retailers aren’t as well-positioned for long-term success with customers, Covid created positive momentum for Hi-Lo retailers.
The Relationship between Discounts/Promotions and Overall RPI+ Score (e.g. Long-Term
Success with customers)
better

The Relationship between Discounts/Promotions and Covid Momentum Metric (e.g.
Short-Term Success with customers)
better

Strong negative
correlation
Positive
correlation
Covid
Momentum
Metric

Overall
RPI+ Score

worse

worse
worse

“Has discounts/coupons on products I buy regularly”

better

worse

“Has discounts/coupons on products I buy regularly”

better

Why would an EDLP retailer be more likely to be well-positioned for long-term success than a Hi-Lo retailer, but a Hi-Lo
retailer see momentum swing in their favor during Covid? One factor may be that food-at-home prices increased in 2020
at a rate 4x faster than 2019 due to a combination of factors, including reduced supply from supply-chain disruptions and
increased grocery demand due to restaurant and bar closures. Another factor is likely due to the consumer response to
these price changes, which consumers felt were frustrating, unpredictable and often too high. While the Consumer Price
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Index for food-at-home is up 3.4% Year-to-Date, well over
the 20 year moving average of 2% , customers in our study
perceived the prices at grocery retailers to be, on average,
about 12% higher this year compared to the same time last
year. This likely made “everyday low prices” less of a reliable
claim for customers. Additionally, when discounts and
promotions were offered, customers would race to stockup where allowed.
It doesn’t help that 6 of the 8th highest ranked retailers on
base Price perception are in the bottom quartile for Speed
and are among the largest stores in the U.S. in terms of
square footage. There is a strong association between
being a successful EDLP and having a large store footprint
(of course, Aldi is an exception to the rule), and as we saw,
larger store footprints mean a slower Speed to shop, which
customers associate with more risk during Covid.
The momentum for EDLP retailers was blunted by both
less reliable prices during Covid and the necessity of larger
stores and bigger economies of scale, two necessities
which make EDLP a workable winning play for many. Hi-Lo
retailers reaped the benefit with generally greater momentum during Covid.
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“Price of romaine
lettuce jumped by
$1 but the quality
and size of bunch
got much worse.
Many items
such as rubbing
alcohol have
never been
restocked since
they first were
bought up in
early 2020.”

During Covid…It’s Good to be Amazon
Let’s consider what we’ve learned and imagine
the perfect grocery retailer for Covid. It would be a
retailer that wouldn’t have a building so shoppers
could avoid lining up to get in, navigating one-way
aisles and meeting potentially infectious crowds.
It would be a retailer where shoppers could save
time and avoid a slow, laborious trip to the store,
a trip during which they might even find the items
they were looking for are out of stock. It would be
a retailer where shoppers could avoid encountering the Coronavirus by buying groceries from the
safety of their own homes. As a bonus, this retailer would have great price perception, because
why not save money as well as stay safe and save
time?
Turns out we don’t have to imagine this retailer.
We just have to look in our pockets and touch
an app on our phones to find it. Or reside in one
of the cities with Amazon Go or Amazon Fresh
stores with smart baskets and walk-out and pay
technology for speedy check-out.
Covid created a perfect storm that played right
into the unique strengths of Amazon’s customer
value proposition. Amazon easily blew every other
retailer out of the water on our Covid Momentum
Metric and customer Safety ratings. The distance
between Amazon and second place on these
measures is much wider than the distance between second place and the rest of the pack.

Top Retailers Perceived to be Safer to Shop
Amazon
Food City
Lowes Foods
Brookshire’s
Fresh Market
Publix
Raley’s
Fareway
Fresh Thyme
Family Fare
Trader Joe’s
Giant
Schnucks
Wegmans

2021 Covid Momentum Metric Score
Amazon
Target
Fry’s
BJ’s Wholesale
Kroger
Food Lion
Fareway
Smith’s
Publix
Lidl
Harris Tweeter
Ralphs
Raley’s
Brookshire’s

Additionally, the greatest strength in its customer Value Proposition, aside from the obvious in Digital,
is Speed:
Amazon Preference Pillar Performance
Speed
Digital
Discounts, Rewards &
Information
Operations
Prices
Quality
Convenience
below avg

above avg
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Edge Ascential estimates that Amazon will grow grocery market share easily more than any other retailer in the U.S., picking up +0.731% of the U.S. grocery share (this increase is just for Amazon.com). This increase – about 3x higher than 2nd
placer retailer Target on the Covid Momentum Metric – equates to $5.8B, compared to if Amazon had just held market
share steady. And Edge Ascential may be underselling Amazon’s potential 2020 performance, since they predict a yearover-year grocery sales growth rate of only ~33%. In Q2 of 2020, Amazon reportedly tripled their online grocery sales. In
Q3, only online sales in total were stated, but this rose 49% for Amazon, and online grocery has been growing faster than
general eCommerce.
For retailers who aren’t Amazon, does this mean they should rush even faster than they already are to expand their click
and collect and delivery capabilities? Not necessarily. Online grocery shopping is still a hard place to make profits for
most, and from the ability to subsidize their grocery business with profits made in other business units like Amazon can.
Additionally, we’ve covered in previous versions of the RPI what prerequisites are for a great eCommerce platform to also
deliver great overall top line growth. Many regional grocers struggle with these prerequisites, namely great Price perception
and a product category DNA that is strong in center store, non-perishable items. Lastly, eCommerce’s share of grocery
sales was ~5.0% in 2019 according to Edge Ascential, and even though it is set to grow ~50% for 2020, that still puts
eCommerce’s share of grocery sales at around 7%. So, if you’re a legacy brick and mortar retailer, your customers, even
after the Covid eCommerce bump, will be getting most of their groceries from your physical stores. If you do invest in
eCommerce to chase top line growth and provide a competitive response to Amazon, there must not be any drop-off in
the Quality of the store experience or an increase in Prices – two things which would harm a retailer’s Value Core and
hinder their chances of long-term success with customers.

So, What About After Covid?
Speed mattered during Covid in driving financial results, but, before Covid, there was no noticeable correlation in the U.S.
Grocery market between a retailer’s Speed and their long-term success with customers. Price and Quality – the Value
Core – mattered less during Covid, but, before Covid you had to have your Price-Quality relationship finely tuned to your
target customer in order to have a fighting chance at long-term success. Will the changes we observed during Covid linger
into the future, post Covid Era?
If we isolate the preference driver impact on Emotional Bond with customers – or the likelihood that a customer is going
to stick with a retailer over the long-haul – we can begin to answer those questions. When we look at what mattered in
driving Emotional Bond pre-Covid compared to today, it is clear the Value Core still matters most going forward:
Preference Driver Impact on Emotional Bond with customers
% of Variation in Emotional Bond Accounted for by Driver
2020
27%
25%

26%

2019

27%

15%
11%

12%

11%
9%

10%

9%
6%

Prices

Quality

Speed

Operations Convenience

Digital

6%

6%

Discounts,
Rewards &
Information
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Those retailers who ranked higher in our Overall RPI Ranking have a stronger Value Core. Given the lasting impact of Price
and Quality on emotional bond, retailers who ranked higher Overall are more likely to retain their momentum. When we
asked customers directly about their post-Covid intentions, and whether they planned to return to pre-Covid behaviors or
not, the results backed up the strength of the Value Core. Customers are more likely to continue their Covid shopping habits with retailers ranked higher Overall – those with a stronger Value Core – and maintain their loyalty beyond the Covid
Era. Perhaps more importantly for these retailers, they are more likely to see customers they lost return to them when
Covid is over. The flip side of this, if you are a retailer with a weak Value Core (i.e. in the bottom two quartiles overall), the
customers you gained during Covid aren’t as likely to stick around and the customers you lost are more likely to stay lost.
Retaining Positive Momentum w/ Customers

% of Increased Intensity customers Who Say They Will Sustain Increased
Buying At These Stores When Covid is Over
61%

Reversing Stalled Momentum w/ Customers

% of Lapsing customers Who Say They Will Go Back to Pre-Covid Levels At
These Stores When Covid is Over
60%

63%

54%

57%

51%

53%
42%

1st Quartile
Overall

2nd Quartile
Overall

3rd Quartile
Overall

4th Quartile
Overall

Speed did increase in importance of driving Emotional
Bond, so there may also be a more lasting bump to momentum for retailers strong on Speed (especially if those
retailers also had a strong Value Core). Discounts, Rewards
& Information having an edge over EDLP is likely more
of a short-term phenomenon, as Discounts, Rewards &
Information does relatively little to drive Emotional Bonds,
compared to Prices (they can help Price perception, but not
nearly as much as low base prices).
Interestingly, Digital became less important in driving
Emotional Bond after a year of Covid. While sales of eCommerce tripled, for many customers it may have been purely
transactional and not something they wanted to do nor
enjoyed doing and something they look forward to discontinuing once Covid is over. Some customer war stories illuminate just why Digital slipped in its ability to drive a strong
bond with customers.
Throw the potential of eCommerce gone wrong to turn off
customers and harm Emotional Bonds as one more reason
for retailers to approach investing in eCommerce with
extreme caution.
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1st Quartile
Overall

2nd Quartile
Overall

3rd Quartile
Overall

4th Quartile
Overall

“At first during Covid,
I ordered all groceries
online and had Instacart
deliver. It was a new
experience and left
something to be desired.
Gradually began to go
back to the store and
buy a few items and
ordered the rest. Now
I do all the shopping
myself with a mask
and distancing.”

How the Preference Pillars are
Changing in the Covid Era
“It takes moments of shock and awe in order to
suck it up to the reality of having to pay for major
price increases in grocery items all across the food
groups during the pandemic.”

CUSTOMER PREFERENCE DRIVER:

Price
Customers’ overall price perceptions for each banner drive this pillar.
Price has been the dominant driver of long-term preference in the grocery
industry. Over the past three years, the importance of Price was marginally
declining as the economy strengthened but was still the most important
driver in 2019. During 2020, however, Price was less important as consumers looked to get in-and-out as quickly as possible and scrambled to
simply find items in-stock.

Price perceptions are also correlated with how far shoppers will travel and how
emotionally connected they are to the store. Simply put, shoppers will travel longer distances for better prices and are more likely to be satisfied with retailers
with strong price perception. Additionally, Price perception is much more likely
to be positively impacted by better base prices than by relevant discounts and
promotions.
So, how has Covid changed the competitive dynamic? As mentioned above, the
Price is the top driver in explaining long-term performance in previous reports,
but for driving short-term financial performance during the Covid Era alone,
Price dropped behind Speed, Digital, and Discounts, Rewards & Information.
This shift in customer needs aligns nicely with traditional banners, who have
historically done well on Speed and Discounts, Rewards & Information, but
poorly on Price. This also helps explain why traditional banners like Food Lion,
Albertson’s and Winn Dixie performed well in 2020, while powerhouse banners
like Walmart, Costco and Trader Joe’s have stumbled a bit.
Also, in a year of rapidly growing prices and the chaos resulting from the virus,
we saw traditional banners improve their Price perception scores more than any
other channel. We don’t expect that traditional retailers did anything much different, but we hypothesize that their Speed and Safety scores helped to create a
Price perception halo and that customers felt EDLP competition had less reliable
and consistent pricing than they typically had. More relative value was delivered
by traditional banners and that translated in improved Price perception for many
shoppers. However, we expect Price perception across banners to return to their
pre-Covid levels once the dust settles in the back half of 2021 and 2022.
The two tables on the right highlight the gains made by traditional grocers with
regards to Price perception. The first table below shows the First Quartile banners for Price. Only four of the fourteen banners are traditional banners, and they
include Market Basket, H-E-B, ShopRite and Fareway. The remaining ten banners fall into mass, warehouse, or discount channels which is consistent with
the three previous RPI studies. However, when we look at the notable gainers in
the second table, all those jumping more than five ranks are traditional banners.
Although Price was less important this year, these gains by traditional banners
also helps to explain why they did so well in 2020.

Top Quartile & High Risers 2020
1

8

2

9

3

10

4

11

5

12

6

13

7

14

Notable Rank Improvements
Ingles Markets
+11 spots

Raley’s
+5 spots

Food City
+9 spots

Giant
+5 spots

Schnucks
+8 spots

Lowes Foods
+5 spots

Save Mart
+6 spots

We also expect that, long-term in a
post-Covid world where supply chains
are back to normal and pricing signals are once again clear, Price will
be the dominant driver for choosing
a preferred retailer. This could also be
amplified if the much of the country
experiences economic struggles and
government stimulus is delayed or
non-existent. The structural damage
to the economy is still not fully understood and the more damage that
occurs during the virus, the longer
it will take for the economy to fully
bounce back.
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Price and Covid:
Voice of the Customer

“I only buy where I can pick up groceries
without leaving my car, but I must purchase
minimum $35. If I only need a carton of
milk, I just have to wait until I need 5 or 6
cartons, or enough other things to add up.
I almost always end up spending too much.”
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CUSTOMER PREFERENCE DRIVER:

Quality
Quality pillar is the most complex preference driver in our study because it
includes many different attributes. The two underlying customer needs are
the Quality of the store experience and the product assortment.

The Quality pillar composition is very similar to previous years, but the importance of Quality dropped from the second most important pillar in previous
years to the second least important in 2020. In previous years, we would see
strong positive correlation between the Quality score of a banner and their financial performance, but there was noticeably less correlation in 2020. Customer
needs shifted from finding a preferred, branded paper towels to simply finding
any paper towels. Thus, many shoppers went from satisfying their higher-order
emotional needs to simply finding product on the shelf that would meet their
more basic functional needs.
In addition to the pillar attributes being consistent to previous years, the list of
top banners also looks familiar, although these banners did not get the usual
Quality tailwind of previous years.
In the pre-Covid Era, we would expect those making large Quality gains to
also see increases in YOY sales. Viewing the Notable Gainers, big increases in
Quality perceptions did not necessarily translate into YOY sales growth. The one
outstanding banner in Quality improvements is Giant PA, which also improved
significantly in Digital and Operations. These latter two improvements are likely
strong drivers of their YoY sales gains. It is also interesting to note that all these
banners are traditional grocers, except WinCo. And although Quality was less
important in driving short-term financial results this year, the top-Quality gainers
are another data point that shows the relative gains made by traditional banners
during Covid.

Top Quartile & High Risers 2020
1

8

2

9

3

10

4

11

5

12

6

13

7

14

Notable Rank Improvements
Giant PA
+13 spots
Jewel-Osco
+9 spots
Stater Bros.
+7 spots
WinCo Foods
+7 spots

Big Y Foods
+5 spots
Food City
+5 spots
Fry’s Foods
+5 spots
Shaw’s
+5 spots

As customers and the supply chain return to a more pre-Covid status, we expect
Quality to stay a key driver in longer-term store preference and performance.
During Covid, shoppers concentrated their share of wallet more into a single
store to cut down on exposure to infection risk, but as shoppers become more
comfortable shopping multiple banners and begin to once again purchase
ready-to-eat grocery items, we would expect Quality importance to bounce back.
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Quality and Covid:
Voice of the Customer

“I don’t feel
comfortable
standing and
looking through
produce while
someone else is
standing near me
doing the same
thing. I feel uneasy
walking up to
employees and
asking them for help,
like I always have.”
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CUSTOMER PREFERENCE DRIVER:

Digital
The Digital pillar is defined as: easy ways to shop online or with an app,
and usefulness of information provided. During 2020, Digital increased
in importance to drive short-term financial performance. Walmart Chief
Financial Officer Brett Biggs said the shift in customer buying behavior at
the start of the pandemic amounted to “three to five years of acceleration
in eCommerce, really in a period of weeks and months.”

Top Quartile & High Risers 2020
1

8

2

9

3

10

As Covid accelerated a dramatic lift in web search, website traffic, and conversion. According to Microsoft Advertising, food, grocery, and cooking content
searches jumped 53.8% YOY. And traffic to grocery websites increased 34.8%
from January to October 2020. According to Edge Ascential, overall grocery
eCommerce was projected to grow 50% in 2020.

4

11

5

12

6

13

Digital is ubiquitous today with every retailer offering some form of delivery.
However, we found Digital became less important in driving long-term emotional connection with customers, indicating they likely shopped online out of
necessity, rather than preference - driven by out of stocks or to avoid the risk of
Covid. Poor experience with online shopping might also explain why Digital can
negatively impact emotional bonds, as consumers mentioned being frustrated
by the lack of Quality produce, wrong substitutions, and difficulty finding pickup
slots. If customers maintain their Covid Era online shopping habits, only retailers
capable of delivering a positive Digital experience will retain them post-Covid.
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Notable Rank Improvements
Brookshire’s Grocery
+25 spots (33rd to 9th)
BJ’s Wholesale
+7 spots (17th to 10th)

Brookshire’s Grocery and BJ’s Wholesale made a leap in Digital customer perception compared to last year. Brookshire’s Grocery had the biggest jump in position than any other retailer in any other pillar, going from 33rd on Digital to 9th
and sitting comfortably in the First Covid Quartile. BJ’s Wholesale paired strong
performance in Digital and Operations to have one of the highest Covid Momentum Scores, and making one of the biggest moves in the RPI study this year.
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Digital and Covid:
Voice of the Customer

“Out of stock items are
especially challenging when
ordering online, because you
don’t find out until the order
is packed that the items aren’t
available, so you can’t add new
items or adapt your menu plan
for the week as well as if you
are in store.”
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CUSTOMER PREFERENCE DRIVER:

Operations
Operations combines the in-stock availability of products that consumers
purchase regularly and price consistency. Unlike other amplifier pillars
such as Digital, Operations became only slightly more important in driving
retailer preference during the Covid Era compared to pre-Covid. Meaning,
Operations maintains the same tertiary level of importance in contributing
to both the long-term success and short-term Covid gains or losses for
grocery retailers.

The Top Quartile for Operations are mostly a mix of wholesalers and traditional
retailers. Note that Ralphs, Trader Joe’s, Fry’s Foods, and ShopRite all tie for 7th
place in Operations, with Trader Joe’s and ShopRite as the only two of these
retailers making it to the First Quartile Overall. These distinguish themselves
from the other two banners in their strong Price and Quality performance with
customers.
Of all the pillars, retailer rankings in Operations showed the most volatility versus
past years, likely due to retailers’ varying ability to grapple with supply chain
challenges and manage Covid-induced panic buying. The typical change in rank
amongst retailers was the highest for Operations, with a retailer fluctuating
around seven spots on average. Such fluctuation hints that gains in this area
might be temporary.
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Notable Rank Improvements
Hy-Vee
+23 spots
Smith’s
+23 spots

Fareway
+22 spots

HyVee and Smith’s made the greatest leaps in their Operations ranking this
year. Both retailers remain situated squarely in the Third Quartile Overall, but
both HyVee’s and Smith’s showing in Operations combined with their Discounts,
Rewards & Information performance did nudge their Covid momentum and
contribute to short-term market share gains.
Fareway’s twenty-two spot vault in improving Operations customer perceptions
combined with its impressive performance in Speed helped secure it a spot in
the Second Quartile Overall.
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Operations and Covid:
Voice of the Customer

“In the beginning
of the Covid
experience, it was
very hard to find
common items,
but that has
improved over
the last 2 months.
Prices have gone
up on everything.”
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CUSTOMER PREFERENCE DRIVER:

Convenience
Convenient locations, one-stop shopability, and right product variety make
up the Convenience pillar. Convenience is the least important factor for
explaining short-term market share gains, and retailers in each of the four
Covid Momentum Quartiles performed similarly on Convenience.

Customers favored Speed during Covid, which correlates negatively with larger
format stores where customers can do all their shopping at once. Moreover,
evolving commuting behaviors from people working from home and limited
mobility due to stay-at-home orders shifted which stores were now considered
Convenient. While people were adjusting to new ways of shopping for food, and
making trade-offs on Price and product quality and variety, they were being hit
with out-of-stocks, which affected their ability to easily buy their typical brands.
Despite stay-at-home orders, changes in commuting behaviors and erratic outof-stocks (or perhaps because of these things), basket sizes were up and visits
per customer were down for every retailer we studied. At the time we surveyed,
the average basket size was ~30% higher for shoppers in the market. Additionally,
the average share of wallet that customers were giving to their current grocery
retailer was ~14% higher. Translation: customers consolidated their shopping to
fewer stores, giving more money to each store. This occurred even for stores
that were competitively less well-positioned for one-stop-shopability heading
into Covid. In fact, stores that scored in the lowest quartile on “I can do all my
shopping at this one store” had the largest increases in basket size and share of
wallet during Covid. In other words, during Covid, shoppers were more forgiving
of a retailers’ faults in their quest to fulfil their short-term shopping needs and
get home quickly and safely.
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Notable Rank Improvements
Ingles
+11 spots

Raley’s
+5 spots

Food City
+9 spots

Giant
+5 spots

Schnucks
+8 spots

Lowes
+5 spots

Save Mart
+6 spots
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Convenience and Covid:
Voice of the Customer

“With work at home - I cannot shop
at the grocery stores I usually shop at
because they are in the town where I work
- 30 minutes away and feel wasteful driving
that far just for groceries.”
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CUSTOMER PREFERENCE DRIVER:

Speed
For this study, speed is defined as getting in and out of the store quickly
and a fast checkout. In the Covid Era, Speed became synonymous with
Safety, more strongly correlated than any other driver. Shoppers wanted to
avoid crowds and get in and out fast to stay away from germs. But Safety
also threw unprecedented hurdles at shoppers to execute a quick shopping
trip with the safety measures that stores enacted, such as one-way aisles
and lines to get in the store.

Furthermore, it was not uncommon that when shoppers would get in the store,
some of the items they had lined up for wouldn’t be there, feeling like time wasted. So, retailers who helped shoppers overcome these hurdles, save time and
stay safe during Covid increased the likelihood of capturing bigger baskets and a
greater share of trips during Covid.
Albertson’s and Raley’s improved customer perceptions of Speed compared to
last year. Raley’s coupled their Speed gains with established Digital performance
to achieve above average momentum and a move up the RPI ranking.
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Notable Rank Improvements
Albertson’s
+8 spots

Raley’s

+6 spots
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Speed and Covid:
Voice of the Customer

“One-way aisles take
much longer to navigate,
especially if you forget an
item & have to go back or
want to compare prices
on items in different aisles.
Also entering the store on one end
& exiting it on the other creates a
greater distance from where I
normally park.”
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CUSTOMER PREFERENCE DRIVER:

Discounts, Rewards & Info
Discounts, Rewards & Information is defined as relevancy and ease of
redeeming discounts and coupons, rewards for shopping, and providing
relevant information. Like Speed, which shot up from least to most important in the Covid Era, this pillar also became much more associated with
success in 2020 than in previous years – sitting behind Speed and alongside Digital.

Out of all the pillars, the increased importance of Discounts, Rewards & Information seems to be truly a Covid Era phenomenon. While Discounts, Rewards
& Information was associated with some success in 2020, long-term, the more
a retailer leans on Discounts, Rewards & Information instead of improving base
price, the poorer positioned they tend to be for financial success.
Two factors seem responsible for the increase in importance of Discounts,
Rewards & Information during Covid: perceptions of higher food prices and
supply chain disruptions. Customers are not only noticing a rise in the cost of
food but also that deals and discounts are less frequent than they were before
Covid, creating a sort of double whammy for price conscious customers. They
are also noticing that when deals are available, customers swarm the items and
leave empty shelves. It’s about quality offers and promotions rather than quantity. So, retailers who did offer accessible, easy-to-use discounts and rewards
earned repeat visits from grateful customers, and tended to have more momentum in 2020.
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Notable Rank Improvements
Fareway
+6 spots

Fareway made a notable jump on Discounts, Rewards & Information during
Covid. While this helped the retailer’s strong momentum score, Fareway also
happens to rank first in the market in the all-important Speed pillar for the Covid
Era and is above average in Operations.
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Discounts, Rewards &
Information and Covid:
Voice of the Customer

“‘In the beginning
empty shelves was
a big problem no matter
what store you went to.
The price you pay has also
gone up. I don’t mean the regular
prices has gone up. The number
sale items has been reduced, and
the sales are nowhere as good as
they were pre-COVID.”
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Final Takeaways
Speed was a key difference maker in short-term financials during Covid, and customer
bonds were more likely to be strengthened because of Speed. The belief is that Speed lowers the infection risk of Covid and helps keep customers safe. Continue to focus on Speed
during the pandemic and during any other times in the future when customer consciousness of airborne disease is high.
While EDLP as a competitive advantage hit a rough patch during Covid, the importance
of Price will come back with a vengeance once food prices stabilize and Safety concerns
recede, making customers more comfortable shopping large format, EDLP retailers. Hi-Lo
retailers with historic Price perception issues need to prepare now to invest in improving
Price perception. The larger their historic Price perception gap, the more they should do and sooner - to work to close it.
Digital provides an injection to top line growth, especially during Covid, as well as a way to
minimize leakage to Amazon. However, retailers need to make sure they have a Digital offering that differentiates in some way, such as speedy delivery (same day or sooner) or another
approach that offers more relevancy and a positive experience for their customers.
None of the above matters if you don’t have a Price-Quality equation that is finely tuned
to the needs of your target customer base, and if Price or Quality disadvantages with your
main competitors is too large.
Don’t take your eye off of improving on important competitive disadvantages, especially in
assortment relevance. During Covid, customers have made some temporary trade-offs.
While customers may have given you more basket items per visit and more Share of Wallet,
this was likely not because you had a more compelling competitive offering, but because
they were more forgiving in their quest to stay safe. When Covid is behind us, they will be
less inclined to do so. Retailers need to invest in improving these areas to maximize chances of retaining those customers beyond the Covid Era.
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Retailer Listing
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dunnhumby is the global leader in customer Data Science, empowering businesses everywhere to compete and thrive in the
modern data-driven economy. We always put the customer First. Our mission: to enable businesses to grow and reimagine
themselves by becoming advocates and champions for their customers.
With deep heritage and expertise in retail — one of the world’s most competitive markets, with a deluge of multi-dimensional
data — dunnhumby today enables businesses all over the world, across industries, to be customer First.
The dunnhumby customer Science Platform is our unique mix of technology, software and consulting enabling businesses to
increase revenue and profits by delivering exceptional experiences for their customers – in-store, offline and online. dunnhumby
employs over 2,500 experts in offices throughout Europe, Asia, Africa, and the Americas working for transformative, iconic
brands such as Tesco, Coca-Cola, Meijer, Procter & Gamble, Raley’s and Monoprix.

Connect with us to start the conversation

dunnhumby.com

